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Introducing the Samsung Galaxy Tab S6:
A New Tablet that Enhances Your Creativity and Productivity
Galaxy Tab S6 enriches the mobile experience by enabling people to express their ideas and get more done.
SEOUL, Korea – July 31, 2019 – Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. today announced Galaxy Tab S6 – a new tablet that
allows people to create and connect, enjoy immersive entertainment, and accomplish their goals wherever they go.
Built for those who need to satisfy their curiosity and express their creative flair, the Galaxy Tab S6 lets users do
more than they could on any tablet before.
“Today’s inspiration comes at a moment’s notice and creatives and professionals need a device able to keep up with
insatiable imaginations while complementing their busy, on-the-go lifestyles,” said DJ Koh, President and CEO of IT &
Mobile Communications Division at Samsung Electronics. “Galaxy Tab S6 enables consumers to unlock their
creativity, while delivering the top-quality productivity features and advanced technology they have come to expect
from Samsung tablets.”
Redesigned S Pen Boosts Creativity and Productivity
Samsung’s signature S Pen began as an instrument for writing and drawing, but it has evolved to become the
ultimate creativity and productivity partner. Now with remote control functionality and wireless charging
capabilities,
S Pen on Galaxy Tab S6 puts even more power and control in users’ hands. With built-in BLE remote control features1
including a gesture function called S Pen Air actions, S Pen lets you intuitively take selfies and videos, or control the
multimedia content you create even when the tablet is not in your hands. Plus, S Pen features wireless charging that
delivers up to 10 hours of battery life2 after just ten minutes’ charge time.
Galaxy Tab S6 makes taking notes with S Pen a breeze. Handwritten Samsung Notes can be converted to digital text
and exported to formats like Microsoft Word with just one click. You can also jot down quick notes or sketches while
watching a video on the same screen by adjusting the Samsung Notes’ window transparency—perfect for effortless
multitasking.
A new-and-improved version of Samsung DeX3 is also packed into the Galaxy Tab S6, enabling you to seamlessly
transition to a PC-like experience, so you can easily multitask and optimize your viewing experience. With a DeX
function key added to the Galaxy Tab S6’s new dedicated Book Cover Keyboard, you can launch and close DeX with
the tap of a key. The keyboard has been fine-tuned for better functionality, including an S Pen holder, free angle
stand, touch pad and new function keys.
Advanced Technology for Everyday Convenience
Galaxy Tab S6 packs new enhancements to its camera, including Samsung’s first dual camera with Ultra Wide camera
on a tablet, within a compact 5.7mm slim body that is both lighter and more portable. The Ultra Wide camera allows
users to capture the scenery and landscapes just as they see them with a 123-degree field of view, as wide as the
human eye. Meanwhile, the Neural Processing Unit lets you take professional photos through enhanced effects to
your subjects, so your photos look like they were taken by a pro.
1 S Pen remote function reaches about 10 meters in an open space. Performance subject to circumstances.
2 S Pen battery life when fully charged lasts up to 10 hours on standby. Actual battery life may vary depending on network environment, usage patterns and
other factors.
3 Visit the official Samsung DeX page to view the large and growing list of supported apps and get more information on Samsung DeX.
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Samsung is also bringing the on-screen Fingerprint Scanner to its tablet for the first time with Galaxy Tab S6, so that
accessing your tablet is more convenient than ever. This ease and convenience is further protected by Samsung
Knox, Samsung’s defense-grade security platform. Additionally, you can easily wake your Galaxy Tab S6 by tapping
on the screen twice, allowing you to log in and start your day quickly.
As a part of Samsung’s Galaxy Ecosystem, the Galaxy Tab S6 becomes a hub of your connected experience to
manage your appliances with SmartThings. Together with Bixby, you can easily control your devices via voice
commands.
Uncompromised Entertainment
Whether you are enjoying a new game or binge-watching your favorite TV show, Galaxy Tab S6 delivers an amazing
viewing experience. Its 10.5” Super AMOLED display, paired with quad speakers sound by AKG and Dolby Atmos®,
keeps you immersed in the action.
Galaxy Tab S6 enables high-quality, captivating gaming through a combination of graphics, sounds, and intelligent
hardware and software, bolstered by partnerships with leading game platforms like Unity and Unreal Engine. A
powerful processor and Game Booster with AI capabilities enhance the gaming experience on Galaxy Tab S6 through
optimized FPS, screen lag, loading time and more. Thanks to Samsung’s partnership with Discord,4 you can access
new live chat features through Game Launcher so you can strategize with your teammates throughout the game.
With Galaxy Tab S6, you can enjoy more of your favorite content. You can easily browse Netflix content on the
device's Finder, enjoy your favorite music on Spotify with three months of free Spotify Premium, or watch your
favorite YouTube videos ad-free, offline, and on-the-go with four free months of YouTube Premium5.
Galaxy Tab S6 comes in Mountain Gray, Cloud Blue and Rose Blush colors. It will be available in stores and online
beginning late August in select markets.
For more information about the Galaxy Tab S6, visit news.samsung.com/galaxy, www.samsungmobilepress.com or
www.samsung.com/galaxy.
###

4 Discord feature in Game Launcher will be available in end Aug and the service availability varies by countries.
5 Spotify is only for users new to Premium who have an existing Samsung account and receive notice of this offer directly from Samsung. This offer is only
available in select countries and may not be available if you travel abroad. YouTube Premium 4-month free trial promotion is available with purchase and
activation of an eligible device by February 29, 2020. Offer available in countries where YouTube Premium is available and may not be available if you travel
abroad. Check details on full terms: youtube.com/t/premium_restrictions.
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Samsung Galaxy Tab S6 Product Specifications
Specs
Display
Color
Dimension, Weight
Camera
Memory + Storage
AP
Tablet
Battery
S Pen
Connectivity
GPS
Sensors
MIC
Video
Audio
Accessories

Tab S6
10.5” WQXGA, Super AMOLED
Mountain Gray, Cloud Blue, Rose Blush
244.5 x 159.5 ×5.7mm, 420g
8MP(Front), 13MP + 5MP (Rear)
6GB + 128GB or 8GB +256GB , MicroSD (Up to 1TB)
7nm 64-bit Octa-core processor (Max. 2.8 GHz + 2.4 GHz + 1.7 GHz)
7,040mAh6
0.35mAh
Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac 2.4G+5GHz, MIMO, Wi-Fi Direct,
Bluetooth® 5.0
GPS + GLONASS, Beidou, Galileo
Optical Fingerprint Sensor, Accelerometer, Gyro Sensor,
Geomagnetic Sensor, Hall Sensor, RGB Light Sensor
2 MICs
Recording: UHD 4K (3840x2160) @ 30fps
Playback: UHD 8K (7680 x 4320) @ 30fps
4 speakers sound by AKG, Dolby Atmos®
Book Cover Keyboard, Book Cover, POGO Charging Dock, S Pen

* All features may differ by market and mobile operator.
**All functionality, features, specifications and other product information provided in this document including, but not limited to,
the benefits, design, pricing, components, performance, availability, and capabilities of the product are subject to change without
notice.

About Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd.
Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. inspires the world and shapes the future with transformative ideas and technologies.
The company is redefining the worlds of TVs, smartphones, wearable devices, tablets, digital appliances, network
systems, and memory, system LSI, foundry and LED solutions. For the latest news, please visit the Samsung
Newsroom at news.samsung.com.

6 Typical value tested under third-party laboratory condition. Typical value is the estimated average value considering the deviation in battery capacity among
the battery samples tested under IEC 61960 standard. Rated (minimum) capacity is 6,840mAh (Rated battery capacity). Actual battery life may vary depending
on network environment, usage patterns and other factors. The maximum capacity of the battery will naturally decrease with time and usage.
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